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Boundary Layer Ducting Effects on the Transmission

of Infrared Wavelengths

R. Feinberg, H. V. Hitney and H. G. Hughes

Electromagnetic Propagation Division
Environmental Sciences Department

Naval Ocean Systems Center

An experiment was conducted to determine whether. ducting phenomena

(gradients in refractivity) occur close to the ocean surface at infrared

wavelengths. A CO2 laser beam (10.6 um) was transmitted and received over

an 8.5 km path in San Diego Bay. For the cases investigated (sea warmer than

the air), the results of the study indicate that for air temperature

gradients less than 10 C/meter, the distance to the infrared horizon was only

60% of the normal geometrical horizon.
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1 I ,I .IIDUCTION

Predicting the effects of changing weather conditions and atmospheric constit-

uents on sensor performance, remains an outstanding Navy problem in the design and

development of improved electro-optical (EO) system. Of special interest here

are the forward-looking infrared (for) imaging systems whose performance is

severely limited in regions of high humidity. This is the case to be expected

for flir systems operated from periscopes near the ocean surface.

E0 systems performance close to the ocean surface can also be affected by

differe.aces between the sea (T ) and air (T a) temperatures. Moderate temperature

gradients can result in large gradients in the optical and infrared refractivity.

This can give rise to refraction (or bending) of imaged rays which may either

increase or reduce (depending upon the sign of the temperature difference) the

detection ranges of flir systemr.

in the standard atmsphere (where the teqperature lapse rate is of the order

of 0.6 0C/100 metres) light rays are bent downward but with a radius of curvature

greater than that of the earth. To an observer on the earth, the rays appear to

be bent slightly upward. The standard optical horizon is therefore only about

8* greater than the geometrical horizon. When a target is located over the

standard optical horizon as depicted in Figure 1-1 (distances not drawn to scale),

it mould be outside the field of view of a flir system operating close to the

ocean surfLce and escape detection. When the temperature gradient (T <T a) is of

the order of 1 0C/metre, strong bending of the rays towards the earth can occur.

This is illustrated In Figure 1-2 where infrared radiation emitted by a surface

target is shown ftcted to a detection system beyond the standard optical horizon.

When T a>T rays are strongly bent upward, thereby shortening the optical horizon

and limiting the detection range as shown in Figure 1-3.
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Frigure I-1. Target beyond standard OPtical horizon.

Fisure 1-2. Target within extended horizon (T sa<T air

2



Figure 1-3. Target beyond shortened horizon (Tee > T air)



There is adequate evidence of the occurrence of ducting phenomena (mirages)

for visible wavelengths. Exanmles are shown in Figure 1-4 of how objects can be

distorted when viewed from different heights above the sea surface. The pictures

(a), (b) and (W) show objects in San Diago Bay when viewed from heights above

the water surface of approximately 1.5, .3 and .15 metres, respectively. Seen in

(a) and (b) are an abandoned floating house, a "saucer" shaped house boat, and spar

and ball buoys. The distance to the stilt house is approximately 4 km and the

saucer boat is 3 km. At a height of 1.5 metres, inferior images of the stilt

house and saucer boat are beginning to form and become more pronounced when the

viewing height is lowered to .3 met--e. Note also the position of the spar buoy

and its image relative to the stilt house in (a) and (b), and also the inverted

image of the ball buoy. When viewed from a height of .15 metres, in (c), an

apparition of the saucer boat looms above the horizon as a two-image inferior

mirage indicating the presence of a strong positive gradient In optical refract-

ivity (ducting) close to the water surface. If similar dcting conditions exist

for IR wavelengths, the detection ranges of flir systems ay be enhanced. However,

the resulting mirage effects uay also degrade the system's target identification

capabilities. It also mut be determined whether the effects of water vapor

absorption, wind, and sea surface roughness counteract the ducting conditions.

Reported in this technical note are the results of an investigation to

determine if ducting influences the long range prupagation of IR wavelengths

close to the ocean surface. Presented in the following sections are the

analytical background of retraction and computer programs which were developed

te model the refractive effectsj the experimental approacbI the instrumentation

description; measuremrnts and date analyses; and conclusions. The work was

accomplished under !%OSC IR/IED funding, problev numter ZF62Sand covers the

period from 1 October 1977 to 30 September 1978.
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A. Atmospheric Attenuation

The atmosphere attenuatep light waves by two mechanisms, scattering and

absorption. At visible wav~lengths, extinct ion is primarily due to scattering

by atmospl. ric gases and aerosols. Infrared wavelengths however, lose ezergy

both by aerosol scattering and absorption, and by gaseous absorption. The magni-
tude of the contribution to total extinction by each mechanism depends uon the

optical properties, atmospheric concentration and temperature of the molecular

or particulate species.

In the 8-12 Jim region, the dominant contribution to extinction by molecular

absorption is that from water vapor. For high humiditiea, refractive effects

which are normally observable in the visible, may not be apparent when viemed

at IR wavelengths due to the high attenuation. The effects of temperature and

relative humidity on the transmittance (ratio of power received to that trans-

mitted) of a 10.6 Lm wavelength soexoe over an 8.5 ka path is shown in

Figure Il-1. The calculations were performed using the WWTJRAN 3B (Selby, et al.)

atmospheric transmission model and aerosol effects were not considered. The

limitations of humidity on transmittance arc readily apparent. For exanple, at

an air temperature of 20°C and 85% relative humidity, only 10% of the transmitted

power reaches the detector. OCnversely, for haze conditions and low relative

humidities, the scattering by aerosols may mask ducting at visible wavelengths

but leave the infrared wavelengths unaffected.

B. Refractivity

Light waves travel through the atmosphere with a velocity v which is

less than that for free space, c, by a factor of 1/n where n is the index of

refraction. If n changes along the wavefront (normal to the direction of propa-
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Figure II-i. Transmittance of 8.5 km path at 10.6 Um vs. relative humidity for
various temperatures.
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gation), different portions of the wave travel with different velocities causing

bending or distortion of the wavefront. In air however, light waves are bent

through such small angles, that objects appeax listorted only when viewed Zrom

distances of several kilometres.

Becau-e the index of refraction of air is close to unity (1.00032 at STP),

it is convenient to define the quantity N, given by

N - (n-i) •0 6  (1)

which ic the refractive modulus or refractivity. For light waves, the refractivity

of air depends upon -:he air density and not the water vapor pressure as it does

for radio frequencies. For a wavelength X, the refractivity is given by

6 P P
N =(n-1) - 10 a77.6 L + 0.584-- (2)

where P is the barometric pressure in millibars and T is the air temperatttre

in degrees Kelvin. While there is a slight wavelength dependency on N (3% dif-

ference between N values at . 5 lim and 10 11m), it is the gradients in T and P that

determine ducting, and all optical frequencies should be equally affected. The

vertical gradients in T and P can be introduced into equation (2) by logarithmic

differentiation with respect to the vertical ordinate, Z:

. a M 1. 3P . ! 7- .F_.(3)

n-l a Z P aZ T 3Z

Replacing the index of refraction by c/v and introducing the equation of state

and the hydrostatic equation into the pressure gradient teom of (3) we arrive

at

c Lv + _ BT (4)
V (c-v) a z RT T 3Z

where M is the molecular weight of air, g is the acceleration of gravity and R

is the universal gas constant.



C. Apparent Elevation for Linear Gradients

The difference between the true and apparent elevation of an object can

be now estimated if we assume the temperature gradient to vary linearly with

height (Fleagle, 1963). In Figure 11-2, assume the temperature to decrease with

altitude and the object and observer to be at the same height above a flat earth.

Since the density decreases with altitude, the upper portion of a wave launched

at an angle from the object will, travel with a higher velocity than the lower

portions. The ray (wave normal) will be bent downward with a radius of curvature,

r, such that the object as seen from a distance S will appear to be at an elevated

position h. If horizontal gradients in temperature are neglected, and for a

fixed value of S, the time for the wave front to travel from the object to the

observer is approximately independent of r, or r/v is a constant, and

1 do 1 1 dvT Er "r -v dr

For a nearly horizontal ray, h can be considered a prolongation of r in the

vertical z direction such that dv/dr dv/dz and

cose r 1 -•2 (6)

where coso has been expanded in a Taylor series assuming e<<1 when h <<r.

Therefore,

1 2h (7)
r 92

Combining equations (5) and (7) and since 8 varies only slightly with r we have

(upon substitution into equation (4W)
h n-1 S 2 g+3

2f T R 3Z~
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OBSERVER

Figure 11-2. aApparent position of an object when viewed by an observer at a
distance S.
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Equation (8) expresses the height difference with respect to a Cartesian coordin-

ate system. To relate h to sea level the correction factor 6 = a(sec(s/a)-l) must

be subtracted where a is the radius of the earth. This correction is slight for

short distances but amounts to 7.8 cm at 1 km.

The apparent elevation of an object vs. temperature gradient for different

distances is shown in Figure 11-3. The change in elevation is less sensitive

to the actual temperature than to its gradient. This is evident at a distance of

1 km where the values of h for different temperatures are compared. The figure

demonstrates the effect of the sign of the temperature gradient; in general positive

gradients (temperature Increase with height) elevate the apparent position of the

object while for negative gradients it is depressed. The effect of the pressure

gradient and 6 account for the fact that the lines do not pass through the origin.

D. Arbitrary Gradients

So far, we have only concerned ourselves with the effects of a linearly

varying refractivity on the propagation of optical rays. However, in order to

maintain complete generality, it is also necessary to consider the refractive

effects resulting from an arbitrary refractivity profile.

in general, an arbitrary refractivity profile vay be decomposed into any

number of piecewise linear segments. Snell's law for spherical boundary sur-

faces (surfaces of constant index of refraction around the earth are spheres)

may then be applied and the ray bending at each interface calculated. So starting

with a ray of )mown position and inclination, it is possible to successfully

raytrace its path through the atmosphere. A computer program called RAYTRACE

(Appendix A) was developed to perform these calculations.

Figure 11-4 shows a double image of a helium,-neon laser beam propagating

close to the ocean surfacf. and viewed from a distance of 4.6 Nm. Using the

11
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Figure 11-3. Apparent elevation of an object vs. temperature gradient for
various distances.
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assued exponential teperature profile shown in Figure 11-5, the computer

program was able to generate the raytrace shown in Figure 11-6. Notice that

there are two rays which leave the source and intersect at the observing dis-

tance of 4.6 Nm. An observer at this distance located at 19 ft. above the

surface, Ajuld project each ray back along the direction it reached him a-d

form a separate image.

Examples of infrared laser beam 41mages are shown in Figures II-7. The images

were taken with a Dynard, Inc. Model 210 Fast Scan Infrared Camera which was borrowed

from NOSC Code 7313. The system's detector is sensitive to the 8-14jim wavelength

band and uses a tri-metal (Hg Cd Te) detector cooled by liquid nitrogen.

Figure II-7 (a) shows a double image of a 00 laser located 8.5 km away. The

image was obtained when the tide was coming in and the detector was situated 5.25

metres above the water. The water was warmer than the air and at this point, the

image shape was changing rapidly with time. In Figure II-7(b), which was taken

a fe,. minutes later, the double beam image had disappeared. These examples illus-

trate that image distortion can occur at IR wavelengths as well as in visible

bands.

14
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Figure I1-5. Exponential temperature profile for raytrace in Figure II-6.
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• HORIZON

(a)

*- HORIZON

(b)
Figure II-7. Infrared images of CO2 laser beam propagating close to the ocean

surface. 13.7



IX!. A1PI~AcH

The primary motivation of this research effort was in support of the DANKEYNG

subhmarine mounted flir system~ being developed by NDCC. The system is intended

to operate dcls to the ocean surface. However for initial testing, it was

mounted or. a test stand approximately 30 matre. above the ocean at NOWC blailding

15 on Point amia.

A. Chrceiaino mg itrin

The initial approazh of the research effort wasn aimed at characterizing

isage distortions obtained by the DAMUYES system. Targets of opportunity (ships

at sea and the Coronado islands) were observed during Santa An& periods when

strong elewrted optical ducting conditions were present. V,)r this purpeme, staundard

radio sonde transmitters were modified to reupood only to towerature and pressure.

The capability was developed to routinely launch the balloons from a boat at

sea along the propagation path. Standard surface rateorological Wuipuient was

also installed at building 15 to measure tem~perature, relative humidity, pressure,

visibility and aerosgi size distribut~ions.

A computer program designated imAGE (Appendix 3) was developed to model

image distortion using the measured taqperature profiles. Figure 111-1 is a

photograph of a d&sturted image of a ship take.a from a distance of between 10

and 20 km, during a 1971 Santa Am c~ondition. A taperature inversion layer was

prisent at a height of approximately 15 metres over the ocean. In Figure 111-2

is shown an ezarple of an attwipt to model the distorted inage using the IMKGE

program &Ad an assumed temperature gradient of .8 C/metre between altitudes of

15 and 20 metres. The temperature, T, end modified refractivity, M4, profiles

are shown on the left side o~f the figure. (The modified refractivity is given

18
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by M - N +(W/a)106, where h is height above the surface and a is the earth's

radius. M is used instead of N so that the earth can be represented by a plane

in a raytrace diagram. The fictitious increase with height of refractivity

provides that the difference between the curvature of the earth and the rays

remains the same.)

shown on the right side of Figure 111-2 in a simulated ship configuration

and its image synthesized by raytrace with the indicated refractivity profile.

The height of the observer is taken to be 10 metres, the ship's height is 20 metres,

and the range to the ship is 15 kim. A good comparison is obtained between the

synthesized ship's image and that shown in Figure 11I-1. The raytrace diagram

used to construct the distorted image is shown in Figure 111-3. From a distance

of 15 km, the rays emitted from portions of the ship above about 3 meti.u,

reaching an observer at 10 metres, appear to be coming from two different directions.

This results in a two-image "superior mirage." The upper image appears inverted

and elongated while the lower image is upright and slightly depressed.

This describes the method by which it was initially intended to characterize

the images obtained by the DAY.EYES system. However, during the period (Oct 77-

Feb 78) when the system was operated, Santa Ana occurrences ware rare and the

teuperature inversions were usually below the sensor height as illustrated in

Figure 111-4. For this case, only the rays from the lower portions of the object

are bent by the refractivity gradient of the inversion layer. The major portions

of the image are therefore undistorted.

When elevated optical ducts are present, image distortion can occur only

when the object and the detector are in or near the temperature inversion layer.

This is illustrated in Figure rII-5 for the case when the detector and object

21
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are both slightly below the tempirature inversion layer. Pays from the object

are bent downward by the refractivity gradient and a second image appears at the

detector inverted and at an elevated position.

During only one mild Santa Ana event (2 December 1977) was an inversion

layer observed near the required 30 metres height. Figure 111-6 is a photograph

taken during this period showing a visually distorted image. The photograph

was taken from a location approximately 3 km north of the DAPXEYES facility

and from the same height. The ship, determined to be an LST at an unknown

distance, was not detected by the DAMCEYES system. However, this may have been

because the ship was at too large a distance to have been within the detection

sensitivity of the system.

At the end of February 1978, the DAEYES system was taken to sea aboard

a submarine for TECHEVAL, and considerable time was spent in attempting to

obtain an alternative thermal imaging system which could be operated close to

the ocean surface. Several commercially available thermal imaging systems

which use pyroelectric vidicon detectors were evaluated. However, those with

cost within the budget limitations of the project were determined not to have

sufficient resolution and sensitivity to resolve distant targets.

B. Laser Transmission Link

As an alternative means of investigating ducting phenomena at IR wave-

lengths close to the ocean surface, the following approach was adopted. An infra-

red laser and detector were positioned such that a line of sight path existed

between them at low tide (Figure 111-7). Here it is assumed that at low tide,

the beam path is sufficiently elevated from the ocean surface so that at no time

it passes through regions of strong refractivity. This is probably a good assump-

25
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LOW TIDE

Figure 111-7. Receiver in line of sight path of laser beam at low tide.

S~HIGH TIDE •

11igure 11-8. Receiver in earth's shadow at high tide (Tsea air).
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tdon for paths which remain above a height of about 1 metre, since the major

portion of the air-sea temperature difference is accounted for within the first

10 cm beyond the interface.

As the tide rises, the sea surface interposes itself between the source and

deteccor. If no strong refractive effects &re present close to the surface

(Ts W T ), the tearn would simply be extinguished when the source is eclipsed
s a

(Figure 111-8). If however, there is a strong decrease in refractivity with

height (T < T ), the rays which pass close to the surface would be bent downa a

around the earth reaching the detector (Figure 111-9). Similarly, if there is a

strong increase in refractivity with height (T > Ta ), the rays passing close to

the surface would be bent upward, causing loss of the signal sooner than expected

(Figure III-10).

Therefore, by establishing an infrared transmission link close to the ocean

surface and monitoring signal strenqth as a function of water height, the refract-

ivity of the atmosphere just above the air-sea interface nay be investigated.

28



I y HIGHTDE

Figure 111-9. Receiver in refracted laser beam at high tide (Tsea < Tair).

SHIGH 
TIDE

Figure I11-10. Receiver below refracted laser beam at high tide (Tsea > Tair).
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XV. DESCRIPTION OF CO2 LASER TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT

A. Transmission Path

In any experiment designed to measure small variations in the refraction

of light, a long path length is desirable. In addition, the propagation medium

should be as uniform as possible, with minimal effects due to wind or wave motions.

For these reasons, as well as accessibility, we chose to conduct our measurements

over an 8.5 )n path stretching from southeast to northwest over San Diego Bay

(Figure IV-l).

The laser transmitter was contained in a portable van. It was located on a

sand spit at the San Diego Gas and Electric Plant in Chula Vista. The laser

receiver and electronics were housed in an equipment hut situated on a concrete

pier at the Naval Amphibious Base in Coronado. Since the path was out of the

main channel, uninterrupted transmission could be maintained for long periods of

time with minimum interferenue from boats.

B. Experimental Apparatus

1. General Description

The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Figure IV-2. The

ini4,Ared radiation emitted by a CO2 laser was chopped and directed toward the

receiv'ig site. There, it was collected by a cassegrainian telescope and con-

verted to an electrical signal by a pyroelectric detector. The chopper reference

signal, which Indicates when the chopper aperture is open or closed, was simul-

taneously transmitted by means of a microwave radio link. This allowed a lock-in

amplifier to be used for synchronous detection of the laser signal, with a result-

ant increase in system sensitivity.

30
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Figure IV-2. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.
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2. Laser Transmitter

The main comtonent of the laser transmitter was a MTE model 941S CO2

laser. It radiated 3 watts CW at 10.6 pm with -- long term amplitude stability

of better than 5%. The 0O2 laser was rigidly mounted on an aluminu plate along

with a Spectra-Pbysics model 132 2 mW helium-neon laser and a Weaver model T-16

16X gunscope (Pigure IV-3).

The lasers and the gunscope wore successively sighted in at 10 m, 200 m and

1 km. Small adjustments in their positions were made until the optical axes of

all three were parallel. This arrangement facilitated aiming the cO2 laser at the

receiving site since it provided visual references for the operators on both

ends of the path. When the rp-eiving site was placed within the crosshairs of

the gunsoope, the helium-neoi laser was easily visible to an observer at that

location (even in the daytime).

In order to achieve good beam pointing stability, the laser plate was mounted

across 3 inch I-beams which were bolted directly to the frame of the van. The

van itself was raised on concrete blocks. No appreciable pointing jitter was

noted.

The infrared laser beam was chopped at 40 Hz by a rotating blade chopper

salvaged from a surplus Laser Precision model WKP-345 radiometer probe.

3. Laser Receiver

The chopped infrared radiation was collected by a Molectron model PT

cassegrainian telescope. It had an effective focal length of 200 ?rm, an effective

aperture number of f/2.8, and a full angular field ef view of 1.42 degrees. The

infrared radiation was detected by a Molectron model P4-45 pyroelectric detector.

It was fitted with an anti-reflection coated germanium window in order to reject

background light outside the 8-14 iw band. The responsivity of the detector

was on the order of 104 volts/watt.
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The electrical signal from the detector was monitored by a Princeton Applied

Pasearch model 5204 lock-in analyzer in the vector voltmeter mode. The magni-

tude of signal was observed on a front panel meter and continuously recorded on

a Mosely model 680 strip chart recorder.

The telescope-detector combination was mounted on an adjustable tilt-plate

which could be located on any desired support at the receiving site. in Figure

Iv-4, it is shown in place on a specially constructed platform which suspended

the assembly close to the ocean surface.

4. microwave Reference Link

In order to employ synchronous detection, it was necessary to provide

a chopper reference signal to the lock-in amplifier. This was done by means

of the microwave reference link shown in Figure IV-5.

A 2.9 GRz Fairchild phase-locked oscillator was amplified to about 0.5 watt

by a Hewlett-Packard model 491C traveling wave amplifier. The TWA was modulated

by the chopper reference signal and fed to a 20 dB gain microwave horn for trans-

mission.

The signal was received by a similar horn, amplified by an EM Labs model

2900 preamplifier, and then fed to a Microtal model 1200 frequency tracking

receiver. The chopper signal was extracted from the carrier with a H!ewlett-

Packard model 423A diode detector and processed with a comparator amplifier

in order to produce a clean reference signal for the lock-in amplifier.

C. Meteorological Measurements

During the course of a run, the following met measurements were rade

at the receiver site. Air and sea temperatures were measured to within +O.i 0c

using thermoaeters. The air temperature was generally measured at about 2 r above

35



Figure IV-4. Photograph of telescope-detector combination suspended close to
the ov~ean surface.
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the ocean surface. Wind speed was measured to within about +-2 mph using a hand

held instrument. The height of the detector above the water line was measured

to within about +5 cm using a dipstick.

D. Measurement Procedure

Each time data were taken, measurements were made in the following manner.

The microwave horns were set up and coarsely pointed at the opposite site. The

telemetry was then turned on and reception of the reference signal verified.

The helium-neon laser was then turned on. In general, it was visible at

some height at the receiving site which was dependent on the meteorological con-

ditions and the tide. Realignment of the laser plate was usually not attempted

unless the beam was not visible at all.

An eyepiece was substituted for the pyroelectric detector in order to visu-

ally align the collector telescope. The detector was replaced and the CO2 laser

turned on. Since the beam divergence of the helium-neon laser was 1 mr and that

of the 002 laser was 4 mr, the infrared signal was almost always observed after

this process. The lock-in amplifier was run with a time constant of 100 seconds

in order to smooth out signal fluctuations. Meteorological measurements were

made at the receiving site approximately every half hour du-i .ag the run.
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V. DATA

A. General Behavior

Over the course of three months, data was taken on eighte n separate

days. During all days but the first, the detector had to be located significantly

higher than would be expected for line of sight contact in the standard atmosphere.

Throughout these runs, the sea temperature generally exceeded the air temperature

by several degrees centigrade.

For data taken during a rising tide (Figure V-1), the laser signal (while

it was detectable) exhibited no sharp fades or fluctuations. As the tide rose

and contact was lost, the signal dropped several orders of magnitude in just a

few minutes. When this occurred, the detector was raised up until the signal

was again acquired. The procedure was repeated until high tide was reached.

Data taken during falling tides (Figure V-2) was similar except that the detector

was successively lowered each time the signal emerged from the background.

B. Analysis

Let an optical source at height h and a receiver at a different heights

b be separated by a distance R. Further, as shown in Figure V-3, let ther

source and receiver be positioned so that their optical horizon distances d and d rs r

respectively, coincide. Therefore d s dr = R and at this point, the source

is just detectable by the receiver. The distance to the optical horizon, do,

as seen by an observer at height h through a refractive index gradient dn/dh

is given by (Reed and RUSS,.1, 1964)

S [ 2ah (1)

where a is the radiu:s of the earth.
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Figure V-i. Example of received signal vs. time during a rising tide.
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Then from (1)

d M k -[ (2a)

and dr - k . (2b)

where k- 2a (3)
I1+a (dn/dh)

or d 8 = R -" k (Vs 4grr) (4)

If R is fixed, hs and hr may be experimentally determined from the water

height at the time the observer just loses sight of the source. Ther. the horizon

distance for an observer at any height h (for the same linear refractive index

gradient as for which h and h were measured) is given by
s r

do +hl Vo (5)

where the units of d are those of R.
0

The values if h and h measured during 14 different eclipses or appearancess r

of the signal, along with the corresponding values of k are shown in Table V-I.

Also shown are the corresponding values of measured sea and air temperature (air

temperature measured at fixed height on pier). With the exception of 3 events,

the air temperature was always less than the sea temperature (these are end-point

measurements and are probably not representative of average values over the path).

The average value of k for the 14 events is 2.15 iN/4. Then from (3) the

refractive index gradient can be determined to be 2.76x10 m-I From equation

(111-3) the temperature gradient corresponding to this gradient of refractive index

is

TT @n x 106 (6)

where N is given by 111-2. The average value of T for the data set is 22.7 0 C.

For the measured values aT,@ z k,-.3 C/metre.
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Table V-I

Date T B- T ai h9 8 k

C) C) () () km-m

11 Jul 21.7 19.9 3.66 4.89 2.07
11 Jul 22.1 20.0 3.24 5.13 2.10
12 Jul 22.0 21.7 3.47 4.70 2.12
13 Jul 23.2 24.8 3.09 4.32 2.23
17 Jul 23.3 18.8 3.55 4.78 2.10
20 Jul 22.7 21.9 3.26 5.15 2.10
20 Jul 22.6 21.9 3.55 4.78 2.10
21 JUl 22.7 20.2 3.02 4.91 2.16
24 Jul 22.2 22.3 3.02 4.24 2.25
27 Jul P2.9 21.5 3.24 4.47 2.18
28 Jul 23.2 21.9 3.24 4.47 2.18
4 Aug 23.6 23.8 3.40 4.63 2.14

23 Aug 23.2 21.5 2.94 4.83 2.19
23 Aug 23.1 21.8 3.17 4.40 2.20
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The distance to the geometrical horizon is found from (1) for dn/dh-O to

be d - 3.574ih

where h is in metrous and 0. is in kilometres. The results of this study show that

for negative temperature gradients of a few tenths of a degree centrigrade, the

distance to the infrared (or optical) horizon (d o 2.154b) is only about 60%

of the distance to the feometrical horizon.

The distance to the optical horizon for a wide range of temperature and index

gradients is shown in Figure V-4. It is evident that the horizon shortens relative-

ly slowly for temperature gradients more negative than that of the standard

atmosphere. For positive gradients however, the corresponding increase in horizon

distance is much more rapid. This indicates that temperature gradients of similar

magnitude but opposite sign to those observed in this experiment would result in

greatly extended horizons.

Listed in Appendix C is a computer program called RAYPM)P. It may be used

to compute the various parameters related to a source or observer's horizon for

a constant gradient of index of refraction.
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VI. *CONMUSIONS AM) PECOMaARTIONS

Because of the prevailing meteorological conditions which existed in San

Diego Bay during the measurement period, this study was limited to data acquired

when the bay water was warmer than the air. For air temperature gradients less0m
than -1 C/m, it was demonstrated that a severe shortening of the optical and

infrared bozizons consistently occur. Also, calcu.7ations indicate that if gra-

dients of sli..lar magnitude but of opposite sign occur close to the ocean sur-

face, gzeatly extended horizons are to be expected. HOweveý:, most of the advan-

tages gained by extended horizons could be nullified by the effects of absorption

due to water vapor. In any case, since in many of the Navy's operatiotal areas

(especially during winter) the sea is warmer than the air, the detrimental effects

of shortened horizons and distorted images are more likely to be encountered.

In addition to the above effects to be expected on passive surveillance

devices, laser systems (target designators and trackers) operated close to the

ocean surface could be subject to large errors in pointing and tracking. This

could result from strong refractivity gradients which exist near the air-sea inter-

face.

The quantitative studies made here have been limited to infrared wavelengths

propagating close to the ocean surface. However, the visual evidence presented

indinates that elevated ducts could also cause severe image distortions for

imaging systems operated at other heights (aircraft, ship mast, etc.).

Based on the results of this study, it is recomnended that a climatological

data base of air-sea temperature differences for operational areas be assembled.

This would aid shipboard com•anders in assessing the effects of refractivity
gradients on electro-optical systems' performance. For example, a library could
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be developed to ascertain the distance to the horizcon. for a particular shipboard

alectro-cptical system at any location and time of year.

PFAwl time, shipboard optical refractivity sensors also need be developed to

enh~ance predictive capabilities. The coaputer programs developed in this investi-

gation &~rovide aL means of predicting image distortion in the presence of refract-

ivity gradients. These programs, in oonjunction with real timie meteorological

measurements, vould enable simulated images of expected targets to be displayed.

This would aid electro-optical systems operators in identifying targets under

degraded optical conditions.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER POGROGM PAYTRACE



This appendix describes a FORTPAN computer program that calculates and dis-

plays ray trajectories for arbitrary but piecewise linear modified refractivity

versus height profiles.

Program RAYTP•CE is a FORTRAN IV program designed for use on the Data General

Nova 800 minicomputer system using the operating system MDOS. Both input and

output of the prolran is via the Tektronix 4012 interactive graphics display

terminal. The purpose of the program is to calculate and display ray trajectories

on a height-versus-range plot for an arbitrary but piecewise linear refractivity-

versus-height profile. Other inputs to the program are: maximum range, range

iricrement, maximum height, source height, initial launch angle, final launch

angle, and number of rays. The program uses Snell's law with small angle arprox-

imations to compute the ray trajectories based on an input modified refractivity

profile specified in M-units. Modified refractivity in M.-units is related to

refractivity in N-units by the relation

M - N + 0.048 h

where h is in feet. This appendix will not attempt to explain the inner

workings of the program or the formulations employed, but rather will outline

the operation of the program.

Figure A-i shows a sample of the prompt and input sequence for entering the

modified refractivity profile that occurs at the beginning of the program. Note

that the required levels must be entered in order of descending height and must

end at the zero height level. A maximum of 50 levels may be entered. After the

zero height level has been entered, the program clears the screen, plots the

f-units versus height, and prompts for the remaining inputs as illustrated by the

example of Figure A-2. All of the remaining inputs are self explanatory except,

Al
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perhaps, the range increment which should be selected based on the maximum range

and the complexity of the M-unit profile to give smoothly curving ray trajectories

Unc•r most conditions a range increment of one-twentieth the maximum range is a

good choice.

Figure A-3 shows the final ray trace plot for the inputs shown in Figures A-1

,nd A-2. After each ray trace plot is generated, an entry of "0" (for old Profile

followed by a carriage return will direct program flow to the entries illustrated

in Figure A-2. An entry of 'N" (for New Profile) followed by a carriage return,

will direct program flow to the M-unit profile inputs illustrated in Figure A-I.

A complete FORTRAN program listing of program PAYTP.ACE and the one subroutine

TRACE are included here following the figures.
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c PAOGRAA RAY7RACE

COPMMON/B/ QA(5C3 zYAC53),IdiAX
DATA DriLI"i/%. ,10 .,2OO.tCC. 1O 5 J3C./t%I HLIP?/5CG10Q 12f-5!0:q6 .j

* 2 LF`L/*H','E ?'Iw 6 9~ , 'i
3 LFAA 'L"~,IT' ,'~ D'9E, UFE,~'
CALL jNlTTCZ80)

5 TYPE INPUT PROFILE FR0w HIGHESTv TO LOWEST WITH THE FORM(15>6-,
* - lHEIr(HT(FEET), M UNITS <15>'-t-<15>-

DO IL 1=315C
ACCEPT 01 91 H(l) RM(I)
IF(ti(I).LQ.C.O,) G~TO 2u

10C CONTINUE
TYPE " PROFILE ARRAY FULL RE-ENTER PROFILE"
GO TO 5

C PROFILE READ IN COMPLETE SCALE PROFILE FOR PLOTTING

fttMIN a RM(NMAX)
RMMAX = RMFIN
DO 25 1=3 NVAX

VI w R14(l) - . -- .-
IF(RPWI*LToRPMIN) RMt4IN=RMI
IF(RMI*GT*RPMAX) RPMAX=RMI

25 CONTINUE
DELI4x RK4PA.X-RYPKIN
DO 30 Ir

IF(EL.Lf.DL~r-())GO TO 35
30 CONTINUE

---- - IR .-
35 DO = DMLIM(I ;TOTAL M CHANGE ON AXIS

PP * a Kf4IN-AMfOOCRM"INqDM/5s) ;YINIPUM It ON AXIS
HIPAkiuH (7)
DO 40 I19,7
IF(HMAM&LE&HLIV(I)) GO TO 45

40 CONTINUE
A "-

45 N4PA X HL If.C I
C DRAW VERTICAL AXIS

47 CALL NEWPAG
1YU200
CALL MOV-ADS-C19i,lCO)
CALL ORWA9S(20C,100)
00 50 I=195
CALL DRWABS(200,IY)
CALL DRWABS(19QIY)
CALL ROVABSC2OO,I9Y)

!o I~II*.V1oo
C DRAW HiORIZONTAL AXIS

CALL MOVA~tSLZCC,9C~)
CALL DRWALPS(200,1CC)
IX=260
DO 60 1=1,95
CAL-L "-s~u8jlX4A)-
CALL DRWAr4S (IX,190)
CALL VOVAkS(1X 9100~)

60 IX-xlx61
C PLOT Ir VERSUS HEIGHT

UPMU3O./Dmw ;SCREEN UNITS PER !0 UNIT
UPH=5CD./HM'AX ;SCFEEN UNITS P~c FOOT
IX =200*CRw(3A)-PM.IN)*UPV
IY =1O9.H(7)*UPH
CALL. rOVASS(lX,IY)
DO 7C 1;4 hPAX
IX c 200 +RFvCI)-PlWNIN)*LtPV

=Y z10o.H(I)*UpI,
73 CALL PRWAFS(IXIY)

1Yc4 1C
DO 75 Izlq4
CALL ?tOVAFS(F9,IY)
CALL AN"PODE

A6



WA ITE~iB 9100 LBL(I)
75 Ivaiy-29

100 FOR"AT(IXAI)

IHLASEL a HPAX
IHINC a tilAX/5
DO 80 11 6
CALL 0 S i 4 )~... .. .

CALL ANMODE
WRITE~l 20 IH4LAREL

._80 LI.HLABREL ~LHLALI~C - -.-.--

120 FOR14AT 0XIX15)
CALL MOVA aS(170960)
CALL ANMODE

WRITEC01O,140) MMIt4
140 FORMAT(Ix 14)

.-CALL. M........................_ .

CALL ANPODE
WRITECIO,14C) P-1AX
CALL MOVABS(200v2D)
..CA-LL. ANN OD-E-.- -. -.--. - . .

16WRAITE(919~ P 1 ITCtll/ FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE FOR'9/" THE Rt
lAV TRACE PLOT" - 0"

4fAZ 12.P__-*JlXRAN (NMI) _R Ax, DMG;_m~kM:T ml_
I DELR91' MAX HEIGH7 (FEET) db M"A5EbRM MT.MIE,..v..
2 "SO RCE HEIGHT (FEET) a ANOURCE " INITIAL LAUNCH ANGLE (MRAD)
3= a ALPI4ASt- FINAL LAUNCH ANGLE (MRAD) = wALPHAT9" NUMBER OF RAYS._

C SCALEoOFh FOR RAYTRACE PLOT .-- -

SYS5001HRMAX

YA0 5100. NA
YA(1 ~ )S

20QA(2) a rM(-)R()/((-_HI)*YS21.

SYG V-0 -M - -jSM-. .--~. - -. - -- - -- -. - .. ..-.. - .- -- .- :
AS a ALPhAS*SYOSX*1.E-:
AT zALPHATtSYOSX*1.E-
YS - HSOURCE*SY
DELA = (Ar-Afl(NRAYS--1)
AL aAS
DRoffR*SX
DO I. 9lNMAX
JzNPAX-I
IF(YS.,LT&YA(J)) 60 10 217

215 CONTINUE
Z17 KSUJ*1

C DRA6 VERTICAL RAYTRACE AXIS
CALL NEWPAG
CALL POVABS(140 1co)
CAL~ DRWAMSS(15 C,100)

DO 22C 1=1 5
CALL DRWASO1S0,IY)
CALL DRWABS(140,IV)
CALL Iw-OVAP.S(i5CIV)

220 iyaIY41(nI
IY=4801
Do 230J ir1,13
CALL MO0VAEASC309IY)
CALL ANIODDE
WRITE (10,31 C) LOAM 1

230 l~sIT-20

A7



135 90
INLABEL=HRMAX

D . o. 240 11 ,-6
CALL MOVABS(7OIY)
CALL ANIMODE
WRITE(1C 120) IHLALPEL

20IHLABEL a II4LABEL-IHINC
C DRAW HORIZONTAL RAYTRACE AXIS

CALL MOVASS(15099C')
C Al.-LtOR4A8 S.C.150,103)
IX=310
Do 250 I=i 5
CALL DRWAP9(IX,1C0)

* CALL -ORWAe$ CIX, 9C)
CALL MOVABSCIXt^,1ý)

250 IX a IX+160
CALL MOVABS (38Ct 20)
C.ALL. ANNODE...............
WRITE 010 93ýC

320 FORMATCIx, RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES-)
I R w-c
IX-120
DO 260 1 "',6
CALL POVA9_S IXr 6t')
CALL ANIEODE
.wltIT~f (4033C.)
IR aIR+4 RIKC

260 IXzIX+16C
330 FORPATCIX 14)

C TRACE ALL RAYL
DO 270 Im1 NRAYS
CALL. TRACE lYS* C...,Al-DRI*S)

2710 P1 a &L-IELA
-CALL 14OVABSC90CoG)
.CALL A NPODý
READ(I (15') TOPT

500 FORMAT(Al)
CALL KEWPAG GOTS

IF(IOPT*EQ*'O 60 G TO 47
CALL FINITT(Cv,830
END
SUBROUTINE rRACE(YSiXS9ASttX9KS)
COMPONIBIGA(5C.),A( C)NMA.X
IXrXS
IYWYS
CALL VOVAPS (IX 41 C, iYil ')
K-KS
A m AS
X a X
y = YS
Q v QACIC
IF(AS*GT.n,.) GO TO 10
YLIM zYAWK
GO TO 20

10 YLIM a YA(K-1)
~SDELX = OX
B aAIDELX*Q*60CoC
IF (AoEQ.C.) 60 TO 115
IF( SIGN(lo P).K-E.SIGN(1..,A)) (00 TO 40
DELY m U6*P=)DL
GO TO 50

40 B a0.
DELX =-A/0160F0.
DELY =3ý4pl.*A*DELX
IF(AeCTo~e) GO TC 42

A8



1IF(Y4DELY*LT.YLII4) GO TO 52
60 TO 7fn

t2 IF(Y*DELf*GT&YLIPI) GO TO 102
SO.- TO .7-0

)0 IFCA*GT.D.) 60 TO IOU
IFCY+DELY*GEoYLIMb) GO To 7C

~2 SGN a-1 .
...DELY..= LLM -Y.- . .--. . ..

lFCK.EQMtMAX) GO TO 60
K=K41
YLIM =YAWK

DELX (BC-A)/Q/6080*
Q a QA(K)

F0 X aX*PELX
Y aY+DELY
1f(XGE.8-OO.-) GO-TG. 11-0.*
IFCY*GE950C.) GO TO 120
IF(Y.LE*U.) GO TO 90
A a

ko IX=K
IY=Y
CALL DRbIABS(IXt15C0,1Y+10O)
GO TO 20

O0A =-8
YLIN = YACI4YAX-1)
60 TO 80

'00 IF(YDELY..LE*YLIM) GO TO 70
)2 SGN. Io..

DELY YLIM-Y
K=K-1
Y Lila Y A ( K-1)
60OTo 60 *

IC IFCX.EQ~i0C.) 60 TO 120
X X-DELX
Y Y -DELY
*ELX =- t-r60-X..............~*. . .--.. .

60 TO 3
15 DELY = qC40o *(E4A)*DELX

IF(QoLTt ".) GO TO 117

GO TO 42
17 YLIM=YA(K)

G0 TO 41
'0 IxwLx

1Y=Y
CALL DRWAESSQY +15flIY.1 f

3 )
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAM IMAGE



This appendix describes a FORTRAN computer program that calculates and dis-

plays optical image distortions created by arbitrary but piecewise linear temper-

ature-versus-height profiles.

Program IMAGE is a FORRPAN IV program designed for use on the Data General

Nova 800 minicomputer system using the operating system RDOS. Both input and

output of the program is via a Tektronix 4012 interactive graphics display

terminal. The purpose of the program is to calculate and display the optical

image that an object would exhibit to an observer at an arbitrary range and

height above the earth's surface for arbitrary but piecewise linear temperature-

versus-height profiles of up to four linear segments. A fixed object corresponding

to a free-form ship's profile 20 metres high and approximately 108 metres

long is used in the program. Provisions are made in the program for changes in

the refractivity based on the optical wavelength of concern. The image is cal-

culated by tracing a series of rays through the atmosphere for uniformly varying

elevation angles at the observation point. The one metre high horizontal "slice"

of the object's form closest to the height computed by the ray trace at the obser-

vation range is then plotted at the apparent height based on the elevation angle

at the observation point assuming no refraction.

Figures B-1 and B-2 are sample outputs from program IMAGE. Figure B-i is

for no change of temperature with beight and shows an image that corresponds

exactly with the object. Figure B-2 is for no increase of temperature u to

26 metres, then a rapid increase over the next 4 metres, and no increase above

that point. The image in this case is the undistorted object below and an in-

verted and slightly extended object at higher elevation angles created by the

"trapping" or bending downward effect of the rapid temperature increase in the

BI
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26 to. 30 metre interval. In both cases an optical wavelength of .50 microns,

an observing height of 25 metres, and a range to the object of 20 km are assumed.

Both tewperature in degrees celsius and modified refractivity in M-units are

plotted and numerically listed versus height on the output display. Figures

B-3 and B-4 are ray trace diagrams that show the trajectories in space of the

rays that create the images in Figures B-I and B-2 respectively.

Figure B-5 is a sample input session for the inputs corresponding to

Figure B-2. First the program prompts "ENTER HEIGHT (M)s TUMP (C), DESCENDING

TO ZERO-5 LEVELS MAX" after which the operator enters u to 5 sets of heights

and temperatures. The last height level mist be zero. Next, the program

prompts "OPTICAL WAVELENGTH (•ICRONS) - "s, "OBSERVING HEIGHT (M) - ", and "RANGE

TO OBJECT (KM) - " after which the operator inputs the required numeric values.

This concludes the input session and the program begins calculations.

The program calculates the optical refractivity N from the relation given

in reference 1:

N= 77.6.P P 0.584 P

where P is atmospheric pressure in uob, T is temperature in Kelvins, and X is

the optical wavelength in microns. The program assumes P decreases with height

at a rate of .12 mb per metre starting with a value of 1000 at height zero.

The modified refractivity M, which accounts for earth curvature is calculated

according to the relation

M =- N + 0.157 H

where H is height in metres.

"The ray trace equations used in program IMAGE utilize small angle approxima-

tions since the angles of concern are generally less than 1 to 2 degrees. The
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ENTER HEIGHT (M)s TEMP(CC) DESCENDIIIG-TO ZERO--S LEVELS MAX

o-IS
,0T1 ,
OP'MICh CRMIE* .5
OSSERINS HEIGHTf (N) aIm4QlE 7O 03.301 (Ism) " I -

Figure B-5. Sample Inpnt Session for the Output Shown in Figure B-2.
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most igportant program variables, which correspond to the program listing included

in this appendix after the figures, are defined below:

11 (I): Height in metres descending with increasing I

T (I): Temperature in degrees celsius corresponding to H (I)

w (IM : M values corresponding to H (1)

RS (I): Gradient xlO6 of height to M value for the linear segment below H (I)

RS (I) = 106 H (I) - H (1+1)

IMAX: Total number of levels. Note H (IMAX) - 0

W: Optical wavelength in microns

HO: Observing height in metres

PKM: Range to object in km

R: Range to object in metres

AS: Elevation angle at observing point for each ray in radians

EELA: Incremental value of AS between successive rays

A0: Elevation angle at beginning of each step along ray in radians

Al: Elevation angle at end of each step along ray in radians

MOT: Range along ray in metres

POD: M value at HO

DR: Range increment in metres

Hn: Final value of height in ray increment in metres

The ray trace equations that are used in calculating DR for the various

values of H (I) or the final value of height P.O at the observing range are given

along with illustrations in Figure B-6. The overall algorithm that increments

AS and computes the ray trajectories is best described by the program listing

itself.

Reference

1. Thompson, William I., III, "Atmoepheric Transmission Fandbook," Transportation
Systems Center DOT-TSC-NASA-71-6, February 1971.
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Case Is Ray penetrating linear region (upgoxng or downgoing).

2 -6

SH(M ) Al = tAO + 2 x 10 ( Pa(I)-P (I+1))

DR = (Al - A0).RS(I)

DRH(I+J)

Case IID Ray maximizing (or minimizing) within linear region.

Al = 0HM1
2

1 Al 0 HO i(1+1) AD- Rs(I)/2
SHO-- DR -AO * S

"* ,LO I H(I+i)

/ -- DR -

Case Ilii Known DR but unknown HO (upgoing or downgoing).

Al = AO + D./AS(I)

"H(I) 2 2
H= H(I+I) + RS(I).(A1 - O/2

H(I+4)

Figure B-6. Formulas and Illustrations for the Three Cases that Need to be
Considered in Calculating a Ray Trajectory.
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C PR06RAM IMAGE
COMMON/DUM/ ISH!P(4,2n0)ABFL(16)
DIM ENSITON H4(5) T(5) RM (5),RS( 5)
DATA ISHIP/1"O C- 100 200.9 100 ,I 0 026.~1 .C 0. 0

1100,206.6,1CO.,100,~83, io21111Z.lv 0,lfl ., 214 ou 1 oi?
S-26110000C02210 1l00,100,i22t.:2 l60120*160siV90,li,0*160v
S2 *60, 120j.1 9023,0. ,1LO6,I 20 140 20 60,l201O
S20.60,120,140 £20?60,,1'O ,14O,ýO&60,1 ?014.0,0i?0.140/
DATA LAPEL/'I ,'E's 1', G's H 9'T 9' '9'1. No

CALL I41JTT14qC)
5 TYPE 'ENTER HEIGPT (M), TEMPCC), DESCENDING TO ZERO--5 LEVELS MAX'

DO 10 z=115
ACCEPT 'a .H(),T(I)

IF(H(I).Lt**OO1) Go TO 20
10 CONTINUE

CALL NSEWPAGE
GO TO 5

20 IMAYIl
25 ACCEPT 'OPTICAL WAVELENGTH (MICRONS) ',

ACCEPY O06SERVING HEIGHT (14) a=W
ACjEPT 'PANCE TO OBJECT %'Kt) = oK

DO 30 11.1lmAw

30 PevCI)i77.6*P/TKe.584,PI (Th *W**2),.157*h( I)
AS=-2*H 0/P
DELA z 0.51P
IMAXlI:IMAX-1
DO 40 1=19IP"AXI

40 RS(I).1 .E+8*HI-(I1)6MI)R(4)
DO 50ý IZ19I1"xi
IF(rO*GT&H(I+1)) GO) TO 60

50 CONJTINUE

CALL NEWPAGE
CALL MOVASS(90,20L)n
CALL 10OVAPS(9n GO )
CALL rlRWA.AlS(1OJ.2flo)
DO 3LJO im1*5
CALL DPWREL(0 100)
CALL DRWRSL(-iC*0))

31'r*i CALL DRWREL(10,o)
CALL P0VAPS (10C#190J)
CALL DPiwARS (100,200)
DO 'R10 1=lo.5
CALL DIRWRFLC6(1,0)
CALL DRWRFL (0,-1L,)

31ýj CALL DRWPEL(D.10)

IF (14(1) .61.25.) IHr4AX=5(7
IF (H (1).GT, 50.) IM14lAX=1OC

DO 312 t1:19

CALL "OVAPSS(45.1Y'4-(I-1)-%luO)
CALL ANVODE

312 *R1TE(lC.314) IIH
314 FVR*AT(1Xol3)

DO 316 11,oth
CALL MAOVA9S (1n,6il'-2fJI)
CALL AkKODE

31V FORMAT(1XoAl)

RMMAX=24 5
xFACT=30C. (jP'wAX-k"MIN)
ii-u1Oo* (RA( ()-RMM IN)*XFACT4.5
IY2?0fl.H(1) YFACT. *5
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CALL MOVARS(IX, iY)
CALL MOVREL(-5. 5
CALL ANMIODE
TYPF~'#M
CALL "OVAPS (IX*IY)
DO 32n Iuf2,I
IXal O04 (R iI)-RMw!IIN)*YFACT+.5
ly ,? OO4H(I).'tFACT4.5

320 CALL DAWASS(IXIY)
Ixsl0nTCI ) .j2*5
IYz200*H(l) 'YFACT+*5
CALL MOVAAS(IX-5,IYS)
CALL ANIMODE
TYPE 'T'

* ~CALL MOVABS(IV,IY)
DO 389.1=1, MAX

I Y32OO#4( I) *Y FACT+*5
322 CALL DPWASS(IX IY)

CALL MOVABS(O9 40)
CALL ANMODE
TYPE HEI6HT(M) TEOPP(CC M UNITS'
DO 330 I=1.IMAX

340 FORMAT(5X,F'..156X*F5*1,6X, FS. )
CALL MOVABS(501,ld.O)
CALL ANMO0DE

342 FOMT OPTICAL WAVELENGTH ,pF5*2j, M4ICRONS')
CALL MOVABS(50O,110)
CALL AN1400E
WRITE(1C,344) HO

344 FORMAT(' OeSERVIN~ HEIGHT '059.1,' METERS')
CALL MOVABS( 5 flo.80)
CALL ANiMODE

346 FRA(RANGE TO O9JECT '.F5els' K14-)
CALL MOVABS(770,220)
CALL ANMODE
TYPE Q BiJ CTo
I XRz7 OI
IYR;160

1142*I S
CALL 14OVA~3S(IXR.ISI4IP(1,x S) .IYR.!gi)
CALL DRwAPS(IXP.I+SHIP(2,15) ,IYR+TH)
CALL M0VAE8S(!XR*ISHIPC3,I$) ,IYR.IH)

35L CALL ORk#AbS( IXR. I HIP( 4,! S) .YR4TN)
CALL *'OVAPS(?7494420)
CALL !NMODL
TVPF IM~AGE'
I YRa466

( PEGIN PAY TRACE
71, AnzAS

ATOTzfl.

IO IF( At'0T. fl. )GO 70i 110f
YE ST=;AO*? + . F-6* R(I) -RMO)
IF (TFST*LTofl.) GO TO 90
AI=SGPT(TEST)

IF(14TOT.Oft.GT.R) CGO TO ZOO
00=lH(i)
RTOTzPTOT#DP
Rr~nxuqM (I )
IF1EQI GO TO ?00
IMI-I
GO TO 8C

Q0( b Rz-A0 *RS(I)
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IF(RTOT+ORi6T;R) GO TO 200
"Mfwug0-Arf** *RS M/)2
RPPOaRICA0-A0* *2/ 2* E-6
RTgQT=RTOT+DR

11U TFST xACi**?2+2E-6*(R'0(1+1 )-RmJ))
IF(ESToLT.Oo) GO TO 120
Al s-SQ RTCT ES?)
DRC Al-AO) *RS (l)
IF(RTOT+DR.GT*R) GO TO 200
PTOTzRTOT+ DR
1=1+1

IF(IEQ.IMAY,AND*IH*E0*0) GO TO 225
IF(1.EQ&IMAX) GO TO 720

RM ORM(I)
60 TO 110

12 DRm-A)* Rs(I)
IF(RTOY*DR.GTR) GO TO 200)
H0mhO-AO**2*PSC 1)/2.
RP02RM0-A0* *2/2.E-b
RTSTaRTOT+DR

60 TO 80O
200 AlmAO.(R-RTOT)iRS(I)

DM*( Al **2-AO**2 )/29
HOSHo*RS(I )*DM
IF( 4 09GI.2CJ) GO TO 2Z0O

CALL DRWABS(TXR*TSHIP(?*IS) .IYR*114)
CALL ,.CvAaS(IXR.Ismi4P(3*I S) ,IYR.194)
CALL DPWASS(I MR ISMIP(4,I S) ,IYR.IH)

220 1"2!H.1
225 ASsAS+DFLA

IF(AS&LT*3*E-2) GO TO 70
CALL TINPUT(ICHAN)
CALL NEWPAG
IFCICWARmFQ*?6) 6O TO 25
GO TO 5

ENID
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTER POGRAM MYPP.OP

S i-



This appendix describes a BASIC computer program which determines whether

a refracted line of sight path exists between a source and receiver located at

arbitrary heights above the sea surface.

It assumes the existance of a constant gradient of index of refraction within

the range - > dn/dh > -1/a (a = radius of earth = 6378.388 kmi). The user may

either input the gradient of his choice of default to the value for the standard

atmosphere.

As shown in Figure C-I, the following outputs are available:

1) Distance to source horizon (kin)

2) Dip angle to source horizon (mrad)

3) Distance to receiver horizon (kim)

4) Dip angle to receiver horizon (mrad)

5) Beam pointing and receiving angles for the refracted line of sight

path (mrad)

6) Raytrace from source for arbitrary beam pointing angle and divergence

7) Raytrace printout
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4 REM **RAYPROP**
6 IRIS

7GO TC100
e LET 3r=-2.Z2-6
!q0 GO TO2I Via-
1? IRO TO 16.3

10 O '10 qqe
2ý1 LVI I14
21 IF 'P>2 THEN 511
2? GO TO 411

-100'REM
102 LFT P=3
lli SET K Y
1-23 ?111'1 "I'IPU'I SOIJRCE. AND RECEIVER 'HEIGHTS I ý METERS
130 INPUT i, 1i 1
140 PRINItT *J INPUT PATH LENGTH 11 KILOI4ETERS
150 1 XPUT § . .
163 PRINT * INPUT' IIDEX GRAT)IE4T ?FES METER OR PRESS'
16 1 DI'TT 'UgE'P KET 2 FOR STARDARtD AIVOSPHERE.
173 'Rr . USE ?{EG'ITIE IRADIS'1'IS FC2 IXDICES
lea RE14 VEICE DE~CREASE WITrH HEIGTH1¶.
193 npTPJ' G
213 LE' X-r,376.18e
213 LE! k'1/(1.A.*G*13W~
215 IF r6> TEEN 223
2..6 PP.INT "J'
217 GO TO 32ý
223 RE COMUTE 1iO.IAZONS
23 L ET ZmOt4H*~3
2,0 LET *Q1I=aSc (~n *7 /5-3.3)
241. LET
242 LET 1. =-h1i1/Z,1-5 63*7 1/(*-1) *;;

2,6 1 V'RI'1 i SOURCE hORIZONJ;!!
2,111 PRINlT J S6UCE BORIZON kbrLE - ~30; 14RAkJJJ
263 PRINT J ~riCJitiR HoRizoi-w.324Zi4KM..*.,
2o~1 PRitir "J- uny RECIV R Oizox ANG.Lv - ":EBi;" WADJ-JJ-
270 REM TTST FOR R1FRALCTZD LIKE OF SIQhT
2F.3 IF Zi+;l>s TP.'1 M31
293 PRINT NO TIEFRkCTE:) LIXE OF SI4HT PATH EXIS'1SJ33J-

40 330 GO TO W
'410 PRINT "RF-1AC'IFl JI'VE OF SIGHT PAIR 9E¶ISTSJ-
3P3 LET
321 LET ~,
333 PRINT" "BEAVý PO3INI~14G k\3&LE 1 ~3; RD J
351 PRIII'r :rErcEiv1iqr G,,pLE ";B 1 '4RkDJ J J
348 PRtIKT PRESS'USER KEY 3 FOR ARAYTRAC OR-KEY t TO E)IDJJ-.
358 WkITT- .,
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,363 '" ,RY1&ERU~4
.370 PRIN7 "14PUT SRV' I!1CLINVHO'I0T 4'D DIVERGEN"P. IN )4R&D
380 F E % ARGLFS ABOVE HORIZOKTAL ARE Posliý'E.3ELO-w ARE N~EGATIVE
390 INPUT Ba,D
403 REM DRAW SE4 SURFkCZ
.405 LET 13-32 *.... -

418 PAGE #Io:
423 RE.)(
430 WIND~OW @,S+2,0,12,
440 NOTE -01#1,6*----
453 FOX L=O TO S STE&P S/210
#Ga LT.T X-L.1
470 LET Yu500*L*(S-L)/A
480 DRAW *IO:X,Y
490 REX? L
500 REM DRAW SOURCE AND RFCEIVE'R
513 nol! 010:100
523 DRAW #I0:1,O . --- --. *--

530 MOVE !IO:14+S,0
541 DR&W OIO:1.SoE1
553 RIMN PLOT ItATS
58a FOR B-33-D/2 TO 23+D/2 STEP D/2
57a MOVE #Ie:i,Htl
.580 ?OR L-0 TO 3 STEP s/206 .

593 LET H=HS+B*L+50ff*L-2/(7*A)
591 IF H<0 TEEJI 635
600 'LET X=L+l
610 LET Y-H.5.,%*L*(S-L)/k
611 IF Y>10 TEEN 635

630 NERXT L
636 IF D-0 THEM 653.-
641A AEXT B

655 LET P=JI+l
660 PRItT *PRItNTOUT-fEY 8" .-..*. .-

998 PPRI*V GC &.
999 END
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